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From the Smoke Stack

From the Smoke Stack
by groundWork Director, Bobby Peek
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Dear Friends

Yes, this newsletter is late. With the hype around 
the upcoming COP, some stuff has slipped and 
sadly our consistent quarterly newsletter is one of 
those things. We will be back on track next year, 
after the chaos of the COP. 

The general public out there is asking what is this 
COP – is it a gathering of police, often referred to 
as cops in SA? For the majority of South Africans 
this could be the case. 

The negotiation at the United Nations amongst 
countries to try and deal with climate change is 
a strange process. It is a non-transparent process, 
confused by acronyms and a multitude of layers 
of bureaucratic negotiations. This is purposefully 
created so that the public is confused and made 
to believe that governments are actually trying to 
do something about reversing climate change. In 
actual fact, as many commentators have indicated, 
these negotiations are about protecting the elite – 
both in the North and South – economies, rather 
than protecting poor people from the dangers of 
climate change. How we unravel this and make the 
negotiations meaningful to people in the drought-
stricken horn of Africa and in the sinking Maldives 
is our challenge. 

We need to occupy the COP, we need to make 
these negotiations meaningful to people, we need 
to hold our politicians accountable to the people 
and not to corporate power. We need to occupy not 
only spaces, but also to reoccupy the imagination 
of people, to ensure that the vision of a new world 
is not that which is created by corporate-led neo-
liberalism, but rather that which is created by 
struggle in the streets and in our communities.

Many of the debates amongst movements, NGOs 
and community people are about whether we can 
make these negotiations a peoples’ space rather 
than a corporate space of failed multilateralism. 
Focusing on this, the groundWork Dirty Energy 
Week, from the 22nd to the 25th of November, is 
going to grapple with a new multilateralism. How 
do we create alternatives to the presently moribund 
failed UN negotiations? How do we expose the 
climate gangsters who continue to participate and 
facilitate this process which is not delivering for 
the 99%? When we walk away from the COP we 
have to judge it on three simple facts: 1) Are the 
reductions committed to by countries suffi cient 
to reverse climate change? 2) Will the reductions 
committed to keep temperature well below 1.5 
degrees Celsius? and 3) Will the Green Climate 
Fund have enough money in it to service the urgent 
need for adaptation for the millions of people in the 
South who are presently suffering from the affects 
of the elite-led crisis of climate change? 

Over the last six months community people and 
NGOs have been patiently waiting for the World 
Bank’s Inspection Panel report on Medupi. The 
Inspection Panel undertook their investigation in 
November 2010, and the report was promised in 
the fi rst half of 2011, and at one stage as early as 
March. Why the delay? Has the report uncovered 
truths that the World Bank and the South African 
government would rather sweep under the carpet? 
With the run-up to the UN climate negotiations in 
Durban, will the release of the report this year be an 
embarrassment to the World Bank and the South 
African government? Is this why there is a delay?

On a positive note, Silicon Smelters, also 
known as Rand Carbide, was fi ned R3 million 
for their operations in Witbank, Mpumalanga, 
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which contravened the National Environmental 
Management: Air Quality Act (2004). Several of 
their smelters were operating without the necessary 
authorisation and even regulations as far back 
as 1983 were contravened. The Department of 
Environmental Affairs must be congratulated for 
this speedy action, which took nine months from 
the original inspection to the fi nal court settlement. 
It must be a record considering the very many cases 
that never get to court for whatever reason. It is 
hoped that the positive lessons of this speedy case 
are applied to other cases as well. 

In the Niger Delta, the evidence of devastating 
oil extraction is clear for all to see. For many 
years the various oil companies, with Shell at the 
forefront, have reaped huge profi ts at the expense 
of people and their environments in Ogoniland. In 
August, the leaked United Nations Environmental 
Programme’s three year report fi ngered Shell 
and other oil companies for the devastation in 
Ogoniland. Some of the conclusions in the report 
state that heavy contamination of land and 
underground water courses still exists, some linked 
to oil spills 40 years ago. Benzene has been found 
in community drinking water. Soil contamination 
of more than fi ve metres deep has been studied 
in some areas. Sites that companies claimed to 
have cleaned up are still contaminated. There is 
evidence of dumping of contaminated oil in unlined 
pits. Water is contaminated with hydrocarbons 
at more than 1000 times the rate allowed by 
Nigerian drinking water standards and Shell and 
other companied have failed to meet their own 
standards. Environmental Rights Action / Friends of 
the Earth Nigeria has called for the creation of a 
US$100 billion Environmental Restoration Fund for 
the Niger Delta.

August was an eventful month. After many 
months of back and forth between Eskom and 
Media 24, the courts decided that Eskom must 
make the information on the pricing agreements 
for BHP Billiton, which receives electricity at below 
cost, available. It will be interesting to see what 
Eskom fi nally makes available to Media 24 and 
the public. There is no doubt in my mind that the 
information will not just be released, as it should 
be. There will still be much wrangling between 
Eskom and Media  24. Eskom no doubt will use 

whatever legal and political support it can attain to 
not release all the required information, which will 
give access to how it has come to the decision to 
give away our electricity to business while millions 
of South Africans have to deal with lack of access 
to electricity daily.

So, all in all, a series of events have occurred that 
have given movements, community people and 
NGOs hope that, when challenged, the truth 
will out. Sadly, it will not happen easily and that 
is why the global “occupy” movement must 
strengthen its work, to ensure that people occupy 
all the democratic spaces available to ensure that 
governments listen to the people, rather than the 
polluters, and that peoples’ power is what drives 
the world rather than corporate power. 

Over the next couple of months, there is going to 
be a big focus on corporate power and how the 
UNFCCC and other multilateral processes, which 
should be taking guidance from the electorate, is 
actually manipulated and controlled by corporate 
power.  From Sasol the South African coal to liquid 
giant to the Brazilian mining giant Vale.   

The hope we had held because of Obama’s election 
in the US and from the Arab spring uprisings will not 
deliver a new future without a challenge. A better 
future for all, and the change needed for this, has 
to be fought for, forced through and constantly 
reinforced and maintained. One only has to look 
at how a democratic South Africa, Timor-Leste, 
Bolivia and other emerging democracies over the 
last decade have had to deal with the power of 
corporations and the elite – the 1%.  Sadly, they 
are not doing well, and much of the direction these 
democracies take is guided by the corporate elite.

As with the very many UN negotiations before, it is 
clear that much needs to be done as we prepare to 
resist the 1% in making decisions about what affects 
the 99% and as we prepare for the Conference of 
the Polluters which will hit our shores in November.

Till then… 
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“Leave the Oil in the Soil!” is the campaign slogan 
for Oilwatch, which is a network of NGOs and 
community-based organisations that are working 
individually and collectively to resist the expansion 
of new oil frontiers in particular and extractives in 
general. 

The Oilwatch International AGM took us on a visit 
to Ecuador and the Yasuni National Park which 
is considered to be one of the most ecologically 
diverse places in the world. What led us there were 
the controversial production of crude oil in a forest 
area and the story of an initiative, supported by the 
government of Ecuador, to keep the oil in the soil in 
this ecologically-sensitive area. 

A boat tour of the Yasuni, organised by Oilwatch 
Sudamerica, was breathtaking. We eventually 
settled in one of the hotels at the Park and we bore 
witness to and recognised the great importance of 
preserving this and other ecological gems as well as 
human life.

The Yasuni case proposes to leave oil fi elds 
unexploited in exchange for US$100 million from 
the international community by December 2011, 
this being a down payment that would give the 
government more time to raise the US$3.6 billion 

(US$350 million annually over ten years) it needs 
to offset forgone revenues for leaving the oil 
untouched. Failure to raise this money means that 
the president, Rafael Correa, will allow drilling to 
take place in this forest. The Yasuni, which is said to 
be the most biodiverse area in the world, has been 
declared a world biosphere reserve by UNESCO and 
is home to several tribes who live there in voluntary 
isolation. 

According to our hosts, Acción Ecológica, this money 
will ensure that the oil is kept in the Yasuni soil, that 
the forest inhabitants are protected, that biodiversity 
is conserved, that the Ecuadorian economy is less 
reliant on oil and that the contribution of Ecuador 
to climate change is minimised. A few months 
remain and it will be seen whether oil drilling will 
commence if this money is not raised. However, 
the usual corporate interference is rearing its ugly 
head as analysts suspect that about US$30 million 
of the required funding may have come from 
Chevron, possibly as a bribe to help Chevron avoid 
the US$18 billion fi ne that a court ruled they should 
pay for environmental crimes and rights abuses. 
Acción Ecológica have vehemently dismissed this as 
“blood money” and a violation of the spirit of the 
initiative.

Leave the Oil in the Soil
by Siziwe Khanyile

“Leave the oil in the soil!
Leave the coal in the hole!

Leave the tar sand on the land!”
A visit to Yasuni National Park, in Ecuador, consolidated the 

commitment of members of Oilwatch to their slogan
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Many of the community groups and NGOs that 
gathered in the Yasuni National Park were looking 
for a process, methodology or “success story” to 
motivate, coerce or negotiate for oil, coal and gas 
to be left in the ground in our respective countries.

We came from very diverse communities in Africa, 
South America and Asia – continents that are all 
at different stages in the oil development process. 
In Nigeria, after decades of oil exploitation, there 
is evidence of whole communities having been 
destroyed by both the politics of oil as well as the 
physical harm that it has caused. But they do have 
the case of the Ogoni who have successfully kept 
Shell at bay, have won some court battles against 
Shell and have kept them out of their land in 
Ogoniland. This is one of our great success stories 
though preceded by much bloodshed.

Ghana is starting to make money out of oil and, 
while they seem to see the possibilities that 
fi nding oil can afford, they are, at the same time, 
already grappling with the negative impacts of oil 
development, including oil spills.

Our colleague Asim El-Moghraby of the Sudanese 
Environment Conservation Society (SECS) explained 
the political and economic tensions that Sudan is 
facing with the independence of South Sudan from 
its brother, North Sudan, where oil will remain in 
the south but the pipeline infrastructure required by 
the south to export its crude oil to the international 
markets goes through Port Sudan in the north 
of Sudan. This oil situation poses a problem of 
oil dependence for the south of Sudan but also 
additional hefty costs if they decide to build a new 
pipeline to East Africa to avoid using Northern 
Sudan. The whole situation is tense as negotiations 

Community 
group members 
at the Oilwatch 

International 
Meeting in 

Yasuni National 
Park, Ecuador.

Photo: 
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are underway on oil-wealth sharing between the 
two countries.

Participating in the meeting, Juan Carlos Carrera let 
us know about the situation in his home country, 
Guatemala. Oil drilling contracts in Guatemala’s 
Laguna del Tigre National Park, bordering Mexico, 
were signed in 1985 for 25 years. Oil exploitation 
should therefore have ended in 2010, but the oil 
companies were given an additional 15 years to 
continue drilling in this ecologically protected 
area. Environmentalists had expected that the 
government would not renew these contracts in 
light of the area’s status as a national park. According 
to the law, oil exploitation is not permitted in such 
protected areas. The president, however, succumbed 
to pressure from oil companies to expand these 
contracts. Environmental groups took the matter to 
the Supreme Court but their application was denied 
due to the diffi culties of going against a presidential 
decision. Juan explained that deforestation has 
occurred in parts of the forest where oil companies 
are building roads as new oil wells are being drilled 
and old ones are refurbished. 

From our colleagues at Oilwatch in Argentina 
we learned that oil and mining is also forbidden 
in national parks. However, in order to increase 
oil production in Argentina, oil is drilled from 
ecologically sensitive areas causing damage to 
water and biodiversity. 

Even in Bolivia, which is one of the few progressive 
voices in climate negotiations, indigenous 
communities face a challenge, where President 
Evo Morales questions who would give Bolivia 
money if he were to agree to leave the oil in the 
soil. “NGOs”? Morales’ position is that he needs 
money to run his government and this can come 
from fossil fuel extraction! The Amazon Without 
Oil Campaign continues to demand that Morales’ 
government stop exploiting oil resources in the 
Bolivian Amazon and respect the rights of mother 
earth and the rights of indigenous people. This is a 
case of indigenous peoples against an indigenous 
president.

The Canadian tar sands, also known as oil sands, 
are also hugely problematic. Indigenous community 
representative, George Poitras from Fort Chipewyan 
in Alberta, Canada, informed us that the process 

uses a lot of water and energy, and the oil has 
been open-pit mined since the 1960s where entire 
forests were brought to the ground to get to the 
bitumen which is deeper underground. The process 
uses natural gas for the energy and there is leachate 
from the tailings ponds into the Athabasca River. 
These indigenous communities are remote and 
face rare and aggressive cancers as a result of the 
mining. First nation communities have called for a 
moratorium on new applications and expansions 
as they experience the impacts in the form of 
contamination of our waters, vegetation and fi sh.

In South Africa, we are faced with the problem 
of multiple resources: we have vast coal reserves 
measuring billions of tonnes of coal; new mining 
concessions are being granted all over the Highveld, 
east of Johannesburg and the Limpopo province 
near the border of Botswana; oil is being explored 
for on our east and west coasts; shale gas has been 
discovered in the Karroo, KwaZulu-Natal and the 
Eastern Cape; two new coal-fi red power stations – 
Medupi and Kusile – are being erected by Eskom; 
and there are proposals for a new oil refi nery in the 
Eastern Cape, taking ‘dirty crude’ from Venezuela. 
To top all of this, South Africa is planning to invest 
more than a trillion Rand in numerous nuclear 
facilities over the next two decades and in 2030 
government plans to have 30% of our energy 
coming from nuclear energy and only 9% from 
renewables. 

In a world of corporate greed where governments 
protect and benefi t from corporate abuse of land, 
water, air and mineral resources, these are the 
struggles that unite us, and will bring us together 
at the United Nations negotiations on climate 
change in November in Durban. We hope that this 
meeting is a platform to build stronger movements 
to transform society and to see the end of oil. 

We continue to forge links, learn lessons and 
empower each other with information and solidarity 
in order to resist these developments. 
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The month of June is at the start of our cold South 
African winter and also the start of the most 
polluted three months in our priority areas of the 
Vaal and the Highveld. This increase in pollution is 
due to the fact that people do not have access to 
energy and, as a result, have to burn coal indoors 
to keep warm during these cold months where the 
temperature is regularly below fi ve degrees Celsius 
in the evening. Combine this with the intensive 
pollution of numerous smelters, Sasol’s coal to 
liquid facility and ten Eskom coal-fi red powered 
stations and you have a recipe for illness. It was in 
this month that Deputy Minister of Environmental 
Affairs, Rejoice Mabudafhasi, spent two days on a 
greenwashing road show in our communities. 

On the 9th of June, she fi rst set out to launch 
the ‘Winter Clean Fires Campaign’, in Etwatwa, 
Ekurhuleni Municipality, in Gauteng. This is a 
campaign calling on people to continue burning 
coal indoors using the Basa Njengo Magogo 
method. 

Every year, Deputy Minister Mabudafhasi rolls out 
this campaign in June. However, worryingly, the 
Ministry takes no further action to guarantee that 
Cabinet responds with an integrated approach to the 
more pressing issue of ensuring decent homes that 
are well insulated, and access to affordable clean 
energy that does not cause harm to communities’ 
health, especially those who rely on burning fossil 
fuels indoors for spatial heating and cooking. 

Research shows that more than four million homes 
cook without electricity, the majority using cheap 
coal. Notwithstanding government’s claims of 
research that shows reductions in air pollution when 
using the Basa Njengo Magogo, information from 
monitoring stations is consistently contradicting 
this. In the Vaal Triangle and the Highveld there 
are consistent and persistent exceedences of air 
pollution standards, especially in winter, despite 

the roll-out of the Basa Njengo Magogo and 
government’s ongoing interventions on air quality 
in the Vaal and Highveld areas. 

This continued campaign of promoting “clean 
fi res”, based on the continued use of burning coal 
indoors as an energy source, demonstrates an 
unwillingness to address community challenges in 
a meaningful and integrated manner. Burning coal 
indoors adds to an already elevated industrial load 
of pollution, directly releasing into people’s homes 
harmful and toxic chemicals such as volatile organic 
compounds and continuing to expose people 
to particulate emissions and contributing to the 
release of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. 

This “clean fi res” campaign is nothing more 
than political spin to address the ongoing failure 
of government to respond meaningfully to the 
challenge of household air pollution that is common 
in the Vaal and Highveld areas. 

Instead of providing safe energy to people to ensure 
that they do not have to burn coal indoors, the 
“clean fi res campaign” is a misnomer and forces 
people to continue burning coal indoors for their 
energy needs and is therefore not solving the high 
pollution incidents in the winter seasons.

The Minister’s second community road trip was 
on the 24th of June, where she arrived in Witbank 
for the World Environment Day celebrations at a 
time when poor people in this community, and 
other poor South African communities, again face 
another polluted winter because government has 
failed to deliver on their promise of an environment 
that is not harmful to people’s health and well-
being.

The Minister and other government offi cials shared 
a platform with X-strata, a major mining polluter 
at these celebrations. This was a demonstration of 
where government’s priorities lie – in protecting the 

by Siziwe Khanyile

Government Winter Spin

Government fudges the dirty facts of Highveld air quality
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polluter rather than protecting community people 
who are affected by industrial pollution and who 
lack safe and affordable energy. 

Witbank falls within the Highveld Priority Area, and 
the Highveld is one of South Africa’s most polluted 
areas. From May to August 2010, the South African 
ambient air pollution standards were exceeded on 
570 occasions. This was because the Highveld is 
home to two of South Africa’s largest air pollution 
and greenhouse gas emitters, Eskom and Sasol. 
These exceedences in air pollution standards impact 
on the poor directly because they have to burn coal 
as a fuel source since they do not have access to 
affordable electricity or renewable energy sources 
for all their energy needs.

Industrial pollution in the Highveld is currently 
disproportionate when compared to household 
pollution and we expect that the Highveld Air 
Quality Management Plan would demonstrate a 
true representation of greenhouse gas and pollution 
emissions in the Highveld Priority Area (HPA). We 
would also like to see: a comprehensive inclusion 
of communities affected by air pollution in the 
HPA, with documentation that is understandable 
to communities; open and transparent access to 
air quality information in the HPA; policies that 
are practical and inclusive of the communities 

they represent; clean and accessible energy for all 
communities located in the HPA; clear explanation 
of Local Governments responsibility in terms of 
ensuring clean ambient air in the HPA; clear and 
understandable targets of pollution reduction and 
control for all major industries located in the HPA 
with punitive measures for non compliance; bas 
well as the linking of exceedences of ambient air 
quality with industry-specifi c source emissions.

groundWork, working with community people 
from the Vaal, Delmas, Middleburg and Witbank, 
questions government’s commitment to clean air for 
poor people in South Africa as they continually face 
more polluted winters due to government’s failure 
to deliver on their promise of a clean environment, 
decent housing and energy access.

It is important that government tackles the root 
causes of climate change, which is the burning of 
fossil fuels, particularly coal, and that it protect its 
citizens rather than corporate interest. Coal should 
be left in the ground and no further mines should 
be opened. Licenses for coal mining and gas should 
be stopped and investments should be made in 
appropriate, effi cient, safe, clean and community-
led renewable energy and climate-friendly job 
opportunities should be created. 

The Kendal 
power station 
in the Highveld 
adds to the 
pollution 
burden of its 
neighbours, 
many of whom 
do not have 
access to the 
power that it 
produces

Photo: 
groundWork
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groundWork, WIEGO (Women in the Informal 
Economy Globally Organising) and GAIA (Global 
Anti-Incinerator Alliance) hosted a waste and 
climate change workshop in Johannesburg from 
the 7th to the 9th of September 2011. About 70 
waste pickers across the country were part of 
the workshop. We had international visitors from 
Senegal, India, Argentina and Kenya who graced 
the workshop to share their experience of resisting 
Cleaner Development Mechanisms (CDM),  
Material Recovery Facilities (MRF) and waste 
privatisation. 

International waste pickers
The international visitors visited landfi lls in Pretoria 
and Sasolburg. There is a great deal that we as 
South Africans learned from them. The Senegalese 
group mentioned that South African waste pickers 
are cherry picking. Most of the waste that they 
recycle in their country is not recycled by South 
Africans. They did mention that clothing off-cuts 
are recycled and sold to local tailors to use in 
making clothing. Their South African counterparts 
do not recycle clothing off-cuts. The experience 
shared between these groups will hopefully provide 
insights for more to be recycled by South Africans.

One man’s trash is another man’s treasure
We do recycle shoes, children toys and old clothes 
because middle class people throw these away after 
they have been using them for a couple of months. 
We take such stuff and clean it and take it to the 
informal market. Rich people sometimes throw 
away valuable stuff just because they do not like it 
anymore and that is to the benefi t to waste pickers. 
Even valuables, such as bicycles, are thrown onto 
the landfi lls just because of a minor mechanical 
problem – waste pickers will take these, fi x them 
and sell them on the market. 

Links between waste and climate change
Waste is a resource for waste pickers; families 
survive by engaging in waste recycling. People tend 
to be ignorant about the origins of waste. Waste, 
such as cardboard and paper, is derived from trees. 
If we fail to recycle paper or cardboard, more and 
more trees will be chopped down for the purpose 
of making paper. The atmosphere relies on trees for 
oxygen and if we cut more trees this means clean 
air will be scarce. The same applies to plastic which 
comes from oil. If we fail to recycle plastics more 
oil will be drilled from the ground, which often 
results in environmental catastrophes such as the 
massive oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. This has 
directly impacted on our environment, particularly 
on aquatic life. 

Recycling is a solution
Global warming or climate change can be curbed if 
we change our mindset. We need to start thinking 
about saving the environment, particularly through 
recycling. The benefi ts of recycling are huge because 
job opportunities are created at the same time that 
climate change impacts are mitigated. Recycling 
upstream is even better because if resources are 
clean they have a high value when compared 
to being dirty. Waste pickers who attended this 
workshop are now speaking the language that 
waste and jobs are equal to saving the environment. 

Maturing of countries’ movements
The South African Waste Pickers Movement 
(SAWPA) is still in its infancy, unlike other movements 
such as “El Movimiento de Trabajadores Excluidos” 
(The Movement of Excluded Workers - MTE) in 
Argentina. MTE is one of the most prosperous 
waste picker’s movement in the world and their 
achievements have been very encouraging. MTE 
started forming more than 20 years ago. There was 
an economic meltdown in Argentina and therefore 

by Musa Chamane

Waste & Climate Change Workshop

Waste pickers from across the country came together to discuss the 
links between waste and climate change
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middle class people formed part of recycling 
initiatives as a way of making money. They have 
been through a lot and amongst other things they 
have organised massive protests. Through activism 
the culture of fi ghting for the rights of the waste 
pickers matured until the Argentine government 
felt the heat. The waste pickers are now enjoying 
the fruits of their struggle. For example, the 
government has recognised them and they 
collectively own trucks and buses and their children 
are getting assistance from government in terms of 
education. Waste picking is no longer regarded as a 
job for the incompetent but as a decent livelihood. 

African region is weak
Kenyan and Senegalese movements are not as 
strong as MTE and SAWPA. These movements 
are not national, but rather organised in smaller 
city groupings. Even for those that are nationally 
organised, such as SAWPA, there are many 
challenges that are being encountered on the 
ground. Africa still needs to be coordinated so 
that we have stronger waste picker’s movements. 
As a new organisation, SAWPA is experiencing 
challenges where we see people taking the 
information from the network and using it for their 
own fi nancial gain. The leadership on the ground 
faces diffi cult challenges from their counterparts, 
particularly challenges for positions of leadership. 

Collective work culture in South Africa is 
still a challenge
Waste pickers have been working as individuals 
since they began work at various landfi lls and on 
the streets. SAWPA agreed to work with people 
who work as a group rather then individuals. 
Working as a cooperative is still a challenge for 
some landfi lls since they are used to a day-to-day 
wage – when you are an individual you become 
your own boss and you work whenever you feel 
like working. A few of the towns, such as Mooi 
River, Pietermaritzburg and Tswane have, however, 
started working successfully as a group. 

Into the future
The waste and climate change workshop was 
convened with the aim of capacitating waste 
pickers to better understand their contribution 
towards mitigating climate change impacts. With 
the in-depth training that was provided by GAIA 
waste and climate change experts, we believe 
that waste pickers who were part of the workshop 
understand the arguments linking waste and 
climate change. They have taken this information 
to the ground, where it is being discussed in order 
to better understand waste and climate change. 
In December, during the COP17 conference in 
Durban, SAWPA will hold a national meeting and 
they will be part of the Global Day of Action march 
on the 3rd of December 2011. 

One man’s 
trash is another 
man’s treasure. 
Waste pickers 
reclaim material 
from the New 
England Road 
Landfi ll site.

Photo: 
groundWork
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A city of corrupt governance
Msunduzi Local Municipality is hoping to be a 
metro before 2020 after having failed to acquire the 
status in 2009. Corruption and poor management 
of the municipality has resulted in the rejection 
of application for metro status by Cooperative 
Governance and Traditional Affairs (COGTA). 
The municipality is under administration and it 
seeks R100 million in funds in order to be up and 
running again. We have seen ratepayers boycotting 
rates payment due to poor service delivery. The 
government offi cials’ allies jump the queue in 
acquiring RDP houses and jobs are reserved for 
friends. Furthermore, the city is in a poor state in 
terms of cleanliness as waste is not prioritised in the 
municipality’s agenda. 

Big brother to the rescue
Msunduzi Local Municipality’s failure to deal with 
their problems has convinced the Umgungundlovu 
District Municipality to come and assist on various 
issues, including waste. The district has a plan for 
waste in the city as well as their entire jurisdiction 
area, including all other local municipalities. In the 
past years the district has been trying in vain to take 
over the management of the landfi ll site since there 
have been a lot of fi res and undesirable conditions 
at this landfi ll. The local municipality prevented the 
district from assisting them in management of the 
site. As a result, the site is currently in an appalling 
condition. The licence requirements have been 
occasionally ignored. The district has not given 
hope to their brother municipality. 

Material Recovery Facility proposed for 
Pietermaritzburg
Again the district is trying to sell the idea of the 
Material Recovery Facility (MRF) for the city. 
Negotiations are still ongoing between the two 
municipalities. According to the Systems Act of 
2000, municipal waste collection is the duty of the 
local municipality, therefore the district cannot go 
ahead and implement the materials recovery facility 
without the approval of the local municipality. The 
district has secured R10 million to be spent on waste 
issues in Pietermaritzburg. Failure of successful 
negotiations between these two municipalities may 
result in the loss of the R10 million for the city. 
The loss will have many implications for the local 
municipality and they will, as a result, continue 
to contravene their waste management licence, 
for they will not have the resources to meet the 
requirements stipulated in the licence. 

Failure of cooperative governance and 
consultation 
There should be no need for the local municipality 
to refuse help from the district because clearly 
they are in trouble. Since the local people have 
challenges with waste they should let the district 
assist them because the Act does provide for this as 
well. Considering that they do not have the capacity 
to deliver, the Msunduzi Municipality needs to stop 
monopolising the control of everything in the city 
of Pietermaritzburg. 

The Drama of the KZN Capital City
by Musa Chamane

The Msunduzi Municipality, responsible for Pietermaritzburg, the 
capital city of KwaZulu-Natal, continues to embarrass itself through 
poor governance, chaotic administration, falling apart facilities and 

generally fi lthy surrounds
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Politics is crippling the city
Politicians are crippling the city of Pietermaritzburg. 
There is no clear boundary between the offi cials 
and politicians. Good projects have been proposed 
for Pietermaritzburg but most of them have never 
materialised because bribes often have to be paid to 
politicians. The city has been under administration 
for about two years now and the management is 
operating in an acting capacity. 

The system change is needed
It has become clear that the capitalist system has 
to be blamed for most of the problems that we 
have in this city. Privatisation of waste in this city 
has lead to many environmental challenges. It was 
believed that privatisation would yield many job 
opportunities but the contrary has occurred. Black 
economic empowerment is really not for everyone. 
Only a few people benefi t from economic activities 
that come from the state; the state mainly prioritises 

friends and family to benefi t from lucrative 
government tenders instead of making sure that 
those who are poor are considered, rather than 
sidelined. 

Confl ict is looming in South Africa
South Africa is still in dire poverty and only a 
select elite few have economic freedom. Economic 
freedom is easily acquired if you are politically 
connected. If one assesses the conditions and 
economic status of the majority of black people 
only a small percentage have actually seen change 
since 1994. Millions of South Africans are still very 
poor. The French Revolution in the 18th century 
was triggered by the current situation that we see 
in South Africa. Revolutions and civil wars in Africa 
are rooted in the practices of governments and 
politicians that are unaccountable to the people, 
such as ours is becoming in South Africa. 

Waste pickers 
protesting 
outside 
Msunduzi 
Municipality

Photo: 
groundWork
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“The health sector must add its voice – loud and 
clear…we must fi ght to place health issues at the 
centre of the climate agenda. We have compelling 
reasons for doing so. Climate change will affect, 
in profoundly adverse ways, some of the most 
fundamental determinants of health: food, air, 
water.” (Margaret Chan, Director General, World 
Health Organization)

In 2009, prior to COP 15 in Copenhagen, the British 
journal The Lancet published a series of papers on 
the health impacts of climate change, concluding 
that “climate change is the biggest global health 
threat of the 21st century”, putting “the lives and 
well being of billions of people at increased risk.”

Some of climate change’s health-related 
impacts documented by The Lancet, World 
Health Organisation (WHO) and many others, 
include shifting patterns of disease, water and 
food insecurity, vulnerable shelter and human 
settlements, extreme climate events and population 
migration. 

In fact, according to WHO, “proper environmental 
management is the key to avoiding a quarter of 
all preventable illnesses which are directly caused 
by environmental factors”. Environmental factors 
such as physical, chemical and biological risk 
factors can infl uence our health directly or through 
related behaviour change. WHO further estimates 
that “thirteen million deaths annually are due to 
preventable environmental causes. Preventing 
environmental risk could save as many as four 
million lives a year, in children alone, mostly in 
developing countries”.1

Climate change will have an impact on 
environmental factors which in turn will infl uence 
population health in proportion to the vulnerability 

1 http://www.who.int/phe/en/

and adaptability of these populations. Poor people 
will bear the greatest climate change impact. At the 
most basic level, climate change will affect the basic 
determinants of health, namely maintaining clean 
air and water, suffi cient food and adequate shelter. 
Lack of clean water and sanitation is directly related 
to deaths as a result of water borne diseases and 
poor hygiene.2

Climate change will directly impact deaths from 
malnutrition as a consequence of agricultural 
disruptions. Extreme climatic events will result in 
hazards of extreme weather which will directly 
impact public health. New challenges will arise in 
the ongoing battle to control infectious diseases 
such as cholera, malaria, diarrhoeal diseases, 
dengue and other infections carried by vectors, 
especially in resource-poor developing countries. 

A warmer and more variable climate threatens to 
lead to higher levels of some air pollutants.3 The 
burden of these environmental health impacts 
will generally be borne by vulnerable populations 
including women, young children, the elderly and 
the infi rm. 

Additionally, public health challenges will arise 
from population displacement and migration to 
seek relief from climate change. Mass migration 
could potentially cause confl ict and place an 
additional burden on already fragile public health 
infrastructure.

Despite the major health dimensions of the climate 
crisis, and despite the signifi cant health benefi ts of 
curbing greenhouse gas emissions, public health 
has not played a central role in the climate debate.

2  http://www.who.int/globalchange/en/index.html 
3  http://www.who.int/world-health-day/toolkit/report_web.

pdf 

Global First for Durban
by Rico Euripidou & Josh Karliner (HCWH)

The fi rst global climate and heath summit is to take place 
in Durban on December 4, 2011
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In recent years, however, the health sector has 
become increasingly engaged and active in 
addressing climate and health at the local, national 
and global levels. 

The First Global Climate and Health Summit is being 
organised by a partnership of health organisations 
from South Africa and around the world. These 
include groundWork, the Nelson R. Mandela 
School of Medicine at the University of KwaZulu-
Natal, the Public Health Association of South Africa, 
Health Care Without Harm, the World Medical 
Association, the World Health Organisation and 
many others.

The Summit will bring together key health sector 
actors from South Africa and around the world to 
discuss the impacts of climate change on public 
health and solutions that promote greater health 
and economic equity between and within nations. 
The opening keynote will be delivered by South 
Africa’s minister of Health, Aaron Motsoaledi.

The Summit is geared to build the profi le of the 
health sector vis-à-vis the COP17 negotiations in 

Durban, and to also help build a broader, longer 
lasting global movement for a healthy climate. 

Its objectives are to:

• Raise the profi le of public health and the health 
sector vis-à-vis the public debate and global 
negotiations on climate change.

• Catalyse greater health sector engagement on 
climate issues in a broad diversity of countries.

• Build a common, more coordinated approach 
to addressing the health impacts of climate 
change.

• Develop shared advocacy strategies for strong 
national and global policy measures to mitigate 
and adapt to climate change. 

The Climate and Health Summit will take place 
on December 4, at the Tropicana Hotel in 
Durban. For more information, please visit www.
climateandhealthcare.org or contact Ms. Lungi 
Zulu <Zulul@ukzn.ac.za>.  
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The “BASIC” block of countries, including China, 
India, Brazil and South Africa, representing a group 
of emerging economies have become a strong 
geopolitical force in international negotiations 
mainly around climate change and energy security. 
This “political power shift” became apparent 
during the Copenhagen Climate Conference and 
has been observed as well in voice and vote reform 
within the Bretton Woods Institutions such as the 
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF). While the US and Europe continue to have a 
strong and powerful voice within the International 
Finance Institutions (IFIs) and UN bodies, the BASIC 
countries are increasingly using their political and 
economic clout and infl uence, espcially through 
informal alliances around UNFCCC negotiations, 
Major Economies Forum (MEF) and shaping of the 
Green Climate Fund.

Changing geopolitics, and rise of BASIC 
We are entering a new period in global politics, 
where restructuring of global institutions and 
redesigning of political processes is taking place to 
incorporate the interests of emerging economies. 
Their combined economic and political power 
strongly infl uences the energy market, as they 
consume more energy to meet their economic goals. 
This increasing demand is a key driver for higher 
energy prices. The rising energy consumption and 
geopolitical power also means that they have a big 
role to play in the future climate trajectory of the 
planet, as well as in the green house gas (GHG) 
mitigation efforts. 

Over the next few decades, the increased energy 
demand, alongside technological and fi nancing 
innovation, is expected to be increasingly from 
China and India. For example, China invests 

more than any other nation in environmentally 
friendly energy production: $34billion in 2009, or 
twice as much as the United States. Brazil has a 
huge sway in the region due to its economic and 
fi nancial muscle. Even though her growth rate is 
lower than some of her neighbours, South Africa 
is seen as promoting a development model for a 
Sub-Saharan Africa, where economic growth in 
several countries are now among the highest in the 
world. Unfortunately, though, much of the energy 
structure in Brazil, China, India, South Africa and 
Southeast Asia is tied to development metrics driven 
by large-scale centralised power generation based 
on fossil fuels. For the Asian countries, in particular, 
it is based on carbon-intensive coal. According to 
the International Energy Agency (IEA), despite the 
constraints brought about by the global fi nancial 
crisis, primary energy demand in the Asian region 
is projected to almost double between now and 
2030.

BASIC countries are also central to the positive 
resolution of these issues. Aside from the potential 
to dramatically bring down domestic emissions 
trajectories over the next few decades, energy 
choices that BASIC countries make will be central to 
the rapid development and commercial deployment 
of new, more effi cient, more cost-effective 
sustainable energy solutions that can reduce GHG 
emissions globally while ensuring energy supply 
and economic development. 

Changing geopolitics and the need for South-
South interactions
Given the rapidly changing geopolitical situation, 
it is crucial for civil society groups focused largely 
on the BASIC countries to come together with 
greater cohesion and ensure more robust and 

BASIC Co-operation Required

There is a need for south-south co-operation between the BASIC 
countries if their viewpoint is to be heard

by Sunita Dubey
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dynamic representation of Southern voices on 
national, regional and global arenas. It is important 
to recognise in particular the great diversity within 
the BASIC countries and commonalities latent 
among communities in the global North affected 
by resource extraction, lack of energy access and 
climate impacts. It is vital that Southern voices 
increasingly exert robust, dynamic and coordinated 
infl uence on Southern governments, beginning 
with BASIC countries, in order to change the terms 
of the global debate as well as ensure the long-term 
viability of low-carbon development ambitions in 
the global South. 

While there is a certain level of participation amongst 
civil society groups from the South in infl uencing 
global policies there is also a lack of coordinated 
cross-country effort. Even though India, South 
Africa and Brazil have fl ourishing local and civil 
society national networks, the lack of consensus 
and coordination poses a challenge. In China, 
however, there is a lack of national environmental 
networks and that space is somewhat fi lled by the 
international groups and their local chapters. For 
policy frameworks essential to address the needs 
of the people, it is imperative that citizens must be 
engaged in the institutions of governance and this 
needs to be “inclusive” and democratic.

As the landscape of development fi nance, future 
energy choices and climate debate continues to 
change rapidly, civil society organisations’ strategies 
need to be revisited to ensure our policy intervention 
and organising activities respond to these changing 
times. Within the policy circles in Washington DC 
and at the European Union for example, there is a 
stark need to infl uence the discourse by amplifying 
and strengthening “southern voices”, particularly 
from stakeholders from the BASIC countries. 
This could be achieved through strengthening 
organisational capacities and legitimacy of the civil 
society groups in the BASIC countries.

More often than not, a different view of the BASIC 
South is presented in the global policy world and 
media1 2, especially when it comes to the discourse 
on energy needs, climate change and development. 

1  http://www.thedailycrux.com/content/4828/China
2  http://www.economist.com/blogs/dailychart/2010/11/

energy_demand

In the eyes of the outside world, the BASIC 
countries are at times portrayed as being “resource 
hungry” and achieving economic development at 
any cost. Therefore, with a very skewed picture 
of BASIC countries in the minds of people in 
industrialised countries, the key drivers and 
imperatives, centred more on poverty alleviation, 
energy security and development and fundamental 
concerns about meeting the needs of the poorest 
of their populations, are not understood, resulting 
in the BASIC South getting blamed as “polluters” 
and “major contributors” to climate change. Yet, 
the main drive for this energy is to deliver on high 
carbon, export-led economies which favour the 
elite.

BASIC Countries, and a way forward
The Basic South Initiative (BSi) is a complementary 
effort to bring the collective lobbying and 
bargaining potential to highlight the strength and 
diversity of community and environmental groups 
in the BASIC and other emerging economies, 
specifi cally around energy access and climate 
change. This south-south effort is to strengthen 
the much needed articulation and representation 
of civil society and non-governmental voices in 
multilateral fora on international governance, 
in addition to bringing these viewpoints to the 
Northern energy and environment debates. While 
there is a clear appreciation of the dynamics of the 
BASIC countries, it is important to note that the 
development pathways being pursued by BASIC 
countries are in no way aligned with sustainability, 
the protection of local communities or human rights. 
Furthermore, they bear a heavy environmental cost 
and have a large social and carbon footprint. 

There is a way to frame this narrative differently; 
where the need to address poverty intersects with 
the desire to make BASIC countries’ economies 
resilient and ‘climate-proofed’ – without relying 
on business-as-usual approaches. It is critical to 
highlight some of the environment and climate-
friendly steps taken by these countries, while 
keeping in mind that development, rather than the 
export of that development, is crucial to meet basic 
needs of poor communities.  
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On 22 April 2010, a State Federal University on 
Minas  Gerais, the department of political science 
and WIEGO organised a public event in Belo 
Horizonte called Inclusive cities for the working 
poor. This meeting was convened to share 
experiences and ideas on informal work, including 
waste reclaiming in Brazil and other countries. 

I am one of the few lucky ones in South Africa to 
have had a trip to Brazil. Brazil is located in South 
America and is the fi fth largest country in terms 
of its geographical area, comprising 184 million 
people. This is the story of my third international 
trip since I became a member of the South African 
Waste Picker’s Association (SAWPA).

This was not my fi rst time visiting Brazil as I went 
to a similar meeting with Brazilian waste reclaimers, 
researchers and public offi cers in September 2009, 
when I visited Brazil with the intention of sharing 
experiences and ideas with my counterparts. I was 
thrilled with the warmth and beauty of the people 
in that country. 

Compared to us in South Africa, waste reclaimers 
from Belo Horizonte are very organised. We are 
still at the formation stage, while they are almost 
at maturity. This has lead to them gaining greater 
recognition by the government. In 1990, the 
Brazilian Waste Reclaimers Association (ASMARE) 
made demands for recycling centres and protective 
equipment but without success. In 1993, recognition 
by government occurred when the labour party won 
elections, pushing worker issues to the forefront of 
government and causing the movement of waste 
reclaimers to fl ourish in Brazil. Prior to 1993, waste 
reclaimers had operated informally with neither 
rights nor recognition but 1993 saw a turn around. 

As a South African I have noticed that without 
government input, tackling waste reclaiming issues 
is like climbing Mount Everest. 

In Brazil, waste reclaiming is a dignifi ed job, 
with strategies such as the National Waste 
Management Strategy involving waste reclaimers. 
In Belo Horizonte, the city sanitation department 
introduced a new solid waste management system, 
which included a role for waste reclaimers. In the 
late 1990s, even municipalities started working 
and supporting other waste picker organisations 
and this resulted in the formation of PAMPULAH, 
a recycling warehouse and plastic recycling plant 
owned by a co-operative of waste pickers. The 
recovery of recyclables has formed a permanent 
pillar of the waste management in Belo Horizonte.

On 24 April 2010, there was a fund raising 
workshop hosted by Othon Hotel, of the waste 
pickers interim committee meeting where waste 
pickers were represented from Latin America, 
Africa, India, and US. More specifi cally, there were 
also South Africans from WIEGO, Street.net and 
SAWPA who were represented in this meeting. It 
was the best experience I ever had. It was good 
to observe that in countries such as Peru, Brazil, 
Columbia, Mexico and India waste picking is 
considered formal employment, unlike in South 
Africa where waste pickers suffer because of the 
poor working environment and from being looked 
down upon by other people. 

I would like to thank groundWork and WIEGO 
for giving their untiring support to SAWPA. You 
made it possible for us to unite nationally and 
internationally as well. Obrigado!  

by Simon Mbata, SAWPA coordinator, Free State

From the Dusty Streets of Sasolburg...

From Sasolburg to Brazil... waste picking can lead to greater things
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Biggest fi ne ever for Rand Carbide
On 15 August 2011, the Pretoria Regional 
Court fi ned Silicon Smelters R3 million for 
contravening the provisions of the National 
Environmental Management Air Quality Act 
(NEM:AQA). They pleaded guilty of operating 
without an atmospheric emission licence and of 
“unlawfully and intentionally committing an act 
which caused or was likely to cause signifi cant 
pollution to the environment”. 

While part of the fi ne was suspended for fi ve 
years on the condition that they are not found 
guilty of contravening any other provisions of 
the Act, R1.5 million in fi nes was paid at the 
court.

Silicon Smelters, also known as Rand Carbide, 
is located in Witbank. An inspection of their 
facilities was initiated after the Green Scorpions 
received complaints from the public.

Silicon Smelters have apparently gone to 
considerable lengths to come into compliance 
with thelaw and have reportedly spent 
R13million on improvements to their plant.

Victory for Bogota’s recycling movement
In late August 2011, Colombia’s Constitutional 
Court reached a ground-breaking decision when 
they cancelled the city of Bogata’s exclusionary 
contract process, which left grassroots recyclers 
out of the recycling contract process. The court’s 
decision was made in order to protect the rights 
of recyclers and the population’s health.

The court order says:
“It is necessary – as a precautionary measure – to 
suspend Public Tender No. 001 of 2011, to avoid 
potential harm to the fundamental rights of the 
(recyclers) and the environmental interests of 
the population of Bogota – including the right 
to environmental health and public health…”

GAIA - the Global Alliance for Incinerator 
Alternatives - marshalled much support for the 
recyclers in Bogota, which increased the pressure 
on the court to come to a fair and equitable 
decision.

Occupy Wall Street starts a world-wide revolution
On September 17, 2011 a people-powered movement began in Liberty Square in the Financial District of 
Manhattan. The movement is fi ghting back against the corrosive power of major banks and multinational 
corporations over the democratic process. Wall Street became a target because of its role in creating an 
economic collapse that has resulted in the greatest recession in generations.

Inspired by the popular uprisings in Egypt and Tunisia, the movement aims to fi ght back against the richest 
1% of people who are creating an unfair global economy that results in the rich getting richer while everyone 
else gets poorer and is foreclosing on the futures of the 99%.

After the fi rst occupation, people around the world began to claim their right to occupy a variety of spaces 
that have been the preserve of the 1%. The occupations have been organised using a non-binding, consensus 
based collective decision-making tool known as a “people’s assembly”. 
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As we gear up for the United National Framework 
Convention on Climate Change’s 17th Conference 
of the Parties, to be held in Durban, South Africa 
in November/December we have to ask ourselves 
if we are honestly doing enough to save our planet. 
For the majority the answer is no. For those who 
are blocking meaningful action to save our planet, 
and for those that are yet unaware of the problem 
we face, Home is a tour de force that is a must see. 

It is intense, taking one through a visual experience 
of our Earth in a gripping and emotional manner. 
With a strong narrative about the makeup of 
our earth, and all that makes it up, and the 
interrelationship and links between everything on 
our earth, we are jolted into recognition of how, 
as humans today, we are the only species on the 
planet responsible for slowly unbalancing what has 
been in harmony for millions of years. The narrative 
is a smorgasbord of critical information coupled 
with intense imagery that makes one wonder why 
we are doing this to ourselves. 

From the beauty of dense misty forest to the dusty 
waste lands of cattle feeding lots without any 
vegetation in sight, it presents the reality that we do 

not want to recognise in our daily lives. But beyond 
nature, it talks about the imbalance of wealth, and 
thus power, in the world and the recognition that 
the power is held by a few while the majority suffer 
the consequences of that power. Working to attain 
equity amongst people is recognised as the basis 
for saving the world.

But it is not all doom and gloom. Home tells us 
about the power to change and the power to 
protect what we still have, and the reality that 
already today people are doing things differently to 
make this new tomorrow a reality. 

As we prepare for the COP and the future, we need 
to understand what is in Home in order that we can 
convey the message that we have to act now to 
everyone. 

Indeed it is a must see for all, even those who 
believe they are converted!

It is a freely available film on You Tube and 
premiered at the Egyptian Theatre in Los Angeles in 
June 29, 2009. (http://www.home-2009.com/).  


